Games: GOverlay, Terraria, Steam Deck, and More
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- **GOverlay 0.8 is out with new features to help configure MangoHud | GamingOnLinux[2]**

  For those just getting into Linux and / or people who will be testing out the Steam Deck, GOverlay can be a bit of a lifesaver to help configure some extra tools like MangoHud. Giving you a nice UI instead of diving into configuration files, it's saved me a whole bunch of time.

- **Terraria gets another update, this time for Steam Deck Optimizations | GamingOnLinux[3]**

  This is terrible news for my free time, as if I didn't have enough to play in bed. Terraria has a new patch out to make it even better on the Steam Deck.

  From the announcement: "As we have mentioned over the past few months, the team has been hard at work on an update to further optimize Terraria for Steam Deck play - inclusive of performance and controls. With the Steam Deck officially shipping out to players starting today, we are pleased to be able to push this update out to everyone just in time!"

- **The Steam Deck’s software still needs work. Here are 10 things that need to be fixed. - Invidious[4]**

  Here are 10 suggestions the Steam Deck's software needs to be improved.

- **The Long Dark gets fixed up for Linux with Vulkan and Steam Deck Verified | GamingOnLinux[5]**
The Long Dark, a very chilly survival game that's not really like any others recently had an upgrade. It's also a Steam Deck Verified title.

Writing in a short and sweet Steam announcement, the developer said: "You'll be happy to know that The Long Dark is Steam Deck verified! Access your Steam library on the go, and use Steam Deck to explore everything the Quiet Apocalypse has to offer. Plus, the Hinterland team has been hard at work on visual and performance improvements on Linux to make your experience on Steam Deck even better."

- Is it just my wishful thinking or will we be getting some big Portal news on Tuesday? - Invidious[6]